MONTHLY PA ANNOUNCEMENTS - CARING
The following is an example you can use or you can make up your own. It’s very important to do this at least once a month and it has
the greatest impact if delivered by the Principal or Vice Principal.

FOR VIDEO 1

FOR VIDEO 2

Just a reminder that CARING is this month’s superpowers. I’m pretty sure
you all know how to be kind and what it means to care, so this is the
month to show everyone that you do.

“Just a reminder, that CARING is this month’s superpowers. I’m pretty
sure you all know how to be kind and what it means to care, so this is the
month to show everyone that you do.

In this month’s video, Quazar reminded us that CARING means being
polite, friendly and helpful. How do we show this? By doing good
deeds for a person, an animal or the environment. The video showed
us a student picking up trash on the playground and helping push
their friend on the swings. These are some good deeds that show that
you CARE! Helping our friends and taking time to do good things for
animals and the environment are great ways to be CARING.

During this month’s superpower video, Quazar travelled to the planet
Tropicania which is normally a very warm place, but it was suffering from
“global colding” because no one cared about anyone else, and to make
things worse, they were all being mean to each other all the time.

When we all use our superpowers to do kind things and show others
that we care, we can make our classrooms and our school a more
friendly and welcoming community!

Quazar arrived in time to spread some CARING words (which we call
compliments) and to help a person in need. The person who was helped
then helped and complimented a few other people, and those people were
CARING to another group of people, and so on, and so on, until the sky
went from chilly blue to a rainbow of colours and the whole planet warmed
up again.

So remember that even just by saying something nice or giving
someone a smile, you can make their day. When you see anyone
showing that they care, make sure you remember to vote for them…
that will show that you care and that you recognize that they are
caring when you see them.

So, girls and boys, remember that even just by saying something nice
or giving someone a smile, you can make their day. When you see anyone
showing that they care, make sure you remember to vote for them…
that will show that you care and that you recognize that they are caring
when you see them.

And don’t forget to follow the golden rules of nomination – the “do-be’s”
and “don’t-be’s” that are listed on the poster in your classroom.

And don’t forget to follow the golden rules of nomination - the “do-be’s
and don’t-be’s” that are listed on the poster in your classroom.

CARING means that everyone benefits and feels good and
as Quazar says, that’s the power of CARING!

As Quazar says, “it looks like my work here is done, Catchya later.”

